THEN & NOW

Oats were an important biofuel for farmers
during WW1. Production increased from
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2.9 MILLION TONNES in 1918 to provide
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In 1910 we were producing

1 TONNE OF OATS PER HECTARE.
Today we produce

6.7 TONNES PER HECTARE

Thanks to developments
in the poultry sector during
WW1, we have moved from
seasonal laying to enjoying
British eggs all year round
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55,000 TONNES of eggs.
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Refrigeration was in its
infancy so transportation
meant that all milk was
home produced.
In 1914 we produced

4 BILLION LITRES.
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Thanks to Mendelism
and development of
the Punnett Square
during WW1, breeding
modifications to plants
and animals now take
around 7 YEARS
instead of

Agricultural production of wheat rose from
1.7 MILLION TONNES in 1914 to
2.4 MILLION TONNES in 1918.
Today, we produce
11.9 MILLION TONNES of wheat
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Loss of horses led to more mechanisation on farm. The UK government
invested $3.3 MILLION in US models and placed an order for 400
British Saunderson tractors. By 1918, we had around 6,000 tractors in
operation. Today, we have over 310,000 licenced tractors
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